SOME MECHANICAL ADAPTATIONS IN ANIMALS.
BY R. LYDEKKER.
Every one of the higher animals is in some way mechanically adapted to its mode of life and sur roundings; a horse or an antelope being from one point of view a living galloping or trotting machine.
Putting such examples on one side, there are numer ous cases of more peculiar adaptations to which at tention may be confined.
Taking climbing animals first, it may be noted that a number of species, such as Old World monkeys and squirrels, present no special modifications for a life in the trees, the essential being that they should have the power of rotating the forearm on the upper portion of the limb and that their toes should be mobile, and furnished with nails or claws.
There is, however, a group of African rodents. however, taken to tree-climbing, and the way they manage it is this:
In each foot thf' sole is somewhat cup-shaped, and by the aid of muscular action the center can be more elevated, so that when the edges are applied to the bark the foot acts like a sucker.
This sucker-like action in the feet of the tree-hy raxes is probably of recent origin, since it is certain that these animals have taken to an arboreal life at a late stage in their career.
Enlisting the services of the tall to act as a fifth hand in climbing, is, on the other hand, in all probability a feature of great anti-Scientific American quity, seeing that it occurs in the American opossums, which are among the oldest of mammals. Doubtless, however, this development of grasping power in the tail has occurred independently in several groups.
It is found not only in the American opossums, but also in their Australian cousins, which naturalists designate phalangers, and likewise in most South
American monkeys, as well as in the tree-anteaters and tree-porcupines of America. In all these the ex tremity of the tail has a portion of its lower or upper surface naked, and marked by transverse ridges and grooves, which when applied to a bough by curlinG the tail-tip round it, give great grasping power. The fact that either the upper or the lower surface of the tip may be naked, implies the independent origin of the grasping power in different groups. Prehensile tails are more common among mammals inhabiting the forests of tropical America than anywhere else.
The kinkajou, a relative of the raccoon, is a creature in which this feature is developed. So great is the grasping power of tails of this type that opossums and spider-monkeys when shot will remain suspended.
In spider-monkeys the thumb has disappeared, al the two main hoofs, thereby giving to the situtunga a power of sustaining itself on yielding ground to as great an extent as was the case with its many-toed forerunner. here scoured and there silted-are well known. When a well is tapped, it is at once declared "inexhaustible."
In answer to this, the ground-water level in northern Indiana has fallen ten feet in ten years.
Water is a vital necessity, but it is also of great flow was studied at about 700 stations, distributed along the principal rivers throughout the United
States.
In addition to these records, data in regard to precipitation, evaporation, water vower, and river pro files were obtained in many parts of the country.
Correct measurement of surface river flow calls for a skilled collecting of data, and much after-calculation.
But it is straightforward work when properly under taken.
In the case of underground supplies of water, the problem is complicated by the difficulty of obtain ing complete data. Until the folding and faulting of geologic horizons are more fully known than they are at present, it will not be possible to make the fullEst or most economical use of underground water supplies. Greek sculptor Myron, has probably been incorrectly restored, if we may judge by some fragments of an ancient marble copy which were discovered in July,
1906.
The probable appearance of the discUi. thrower is depicted and described.
